For Toro's Fairways range nothing is out of bounds.

**Reelmaster 5200-D** Ideal for links or heathland courses with slower rates of growth, this lightweight, 26hp workhorse with small reels is competitively-priced and simply engineered for self-servicing.

**Reelmaster 5400-D** Similar to its smaller stablemate, the 5400-D's larger 32hp turbocharged engine gives greater pulling power for more severe cutting conditions or steeper inclines. Options include 2 and 4 wheel drive, cab and grass boxes.

**Reelmaster 5500-D** Fitted with a larger engine and bigger reel diameter for higher productivity, the 5500-D follows ground contours smoothly to give the finest of cuts. Options include 2 and 4 wheel drive, cab and grass boxes.

**Reelmaster 5600-D** A 38hp engine and larger reel diameter make this a highly productive and easy-to-operate fairway mower. Options include 2 and 4 wheel drive, cab and grass boxes.

**Reelmaster 6700-D** Up to 11 feet of exceptional productivity is promised from the 6700-D's efficient 42hp engine, which comes with 4 wheel drive and is capable of cutting with 5, 6 or 7 units. Options include cab and grass boxes.

At last, here's a range of Fairways mowers that can't be beaten, whatever the weather or the growth rate. For sheer versatility and high levels of productivity the Toro range of precision-engineered tools are designed to meet all your turf management needs.

So, if you need powerful performance and superb playability, choose from Toro's Fairways range. Just call 01480 226800, you are bound to be impressed.